2018 ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP

Awards

THE WHO’S WHO OF FUTURE TECHNOLOGY LEADERS
Academic Keys Innovation Scholarship
Jennifer Skoog (CBE Senior)

Accenture Scholarship for Engineering and Business Students
Omar Anwar-Krumeich (MEM Sophomore)
Justin Cooper (MEM Senior)
Cole Crawford (MEM Senior)

The Michael Accorsi Scholarship Fund
William Hughes (CE Senior)

Altschuler Family Scholarship
Evan Faulkner (EE Junior)
Kyle Lockwood (CSE Senior)
Callie Robinson (CSE Senior)
Kiley Stotler (MEM Junior)

Ashmore Scholarship for the School of Engineering
Benjamin Goh (CSE Sophomore)
Elizabeth Sagers (CBE Sophomore)

ASM Hartford Chapter Engineering Scholarship Fund
Christopher Choi (MSE Senior)★

John and Carla Augustyn Scholarship
Abby Klimowicz (ENVE Sophomore)
Michael Rossi (CSE Freshman)

★ One of Tonight’s Two Student Speakers

The Richard Ballantyne Scholarship
Nathan Hock (ME Senior)
Madison Nadolny (BME Junior)

Mary and James Barger Scholarship in Engineering
Lydia Krahn (ENVE Sophomore)

Dr. John C. Bennett Engineering Excellence Scholarship
Julia Scanzillo (ME Senior)

The Borghesi Family Scholarship
Yu Mei (CSCI Senior)
Ry anne Ramadan (BME Senior)

Wallace W. Bowley Scholarship
Katrina Awad (ME Senior)
Ryan Crisanti (ME Junior)
Timothy Dau (ME Junior)
Mennatullah El Fouly (ME Junior)
Muhammad Mahmud (ME Junior)
Julia Oppenheimer (ME Junior)

The Rachel and Ronald Brand Family Scholarship
Kyra Cullerton (MEM Freshman)
Elizabeth Deloia (ME Freshman)
Adrian Gibson (UND Freshman)
Joe LoDuca (MSE Sophomore)
Dylan Manchester (CSE Junior)

James C. Burns Memorial Scholarship
Kenna Ritter (MSE Senior)

Each student’s major and year is based on data provided at the time of their spring 2018 application.
Cantor Colburn LLP Endowed Scholarship in Engineering
Andrea Naranjo-Soledad (CBE Senior)

Cantor Colburn LLP Presidential Challenge Engineering Scholarship
Andrew Bugryn (ME Sophomore)

Connecticut and Baden-Württemberg (BW) Germany Eurotech Scholarship
Marco Agudo (ME Senior)
Allan Bakker (ME Senior)
Daniel Boyce (CE Senior)
Steven Chick (CompE Senior)
Jakub Cholodecki (CBE Senior)
Michal Ciebielski (ME Senior)
Emily Discepola (CBE Senior)
Daniel Ecsedy (CSE Senior)
Anna Gorbenko (CSE Senior)
Leah Miller (EE Senior)
Chitra Nidadavolu (ME Senior)
Stephen Price (ME Senior)
Kim Quach (ENVE Senior)
Katherine Riedling (CSE Senior)
Mark Roper (BME Senior)
Ryan Seery (ME Senior)
Nicholas Topor (ME Senior)
Caitlin Turney (CBE Senior)
Nico Wright (ME Senior)

Connecticut Bituminous Concrete Producers Scholarship
Emma Page (CE Junior)
Brendan Richardson (CE Senior)
Elizabeth Tujak-Weiss (CE Senior)

The Connecticut Energy Foundation Scholarship for Smart Energy Use, Conservation and Sustainability
Katherine Atamanuk (BME Senior)
Wallis Boyd (CBE Senior)
Alex Masi (CSCI Senior)
Emily Walder (CSE Junior)
Joseph Zavorskas (CBE Senior)

Charles H. Coogan, Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Eric Lepowsky (ME Senior)
Kalie Pasquality (ME Senior)

Hugh L. and Judith R. Cox Scholarship
Sophia Murphy (BME Freshman)

The Dabora Merit Award in Mechanical Engineering
Brian Santivanez (ME Junior)

Dante C. Demio Scholarship
Eric DeWitt (CE Sophomore)

Anthony F. Demsey Scholarship
Faith Sporbert (CSCI Freshman)

The Owen F. Devereux MSE Undergraduate Excellence Scholarship
Andrew Levin (MSE Junior)

Dr. John T. and Susan B. DeWolf Scholarship
Katherine Gosselin (CE Junior)
Bartosz McCormick (CE Junior)

Joel S. and Heidi S. Douglas Engineering Scholarship
Rachel Boislard (BME Freshman)
Cara Tran (BME Freshman)

Richard and Helen Douglass Endowed Scholarship in Electrical Engineering
Samuel Anderson (CompE Sophomore)
Edith Palomino (EE Freshman)

The Arthur R. Eckels Scholarship Fund
Hunter Malboeuf (EE Senior)

Emeritus Faculty Scholarship Fund
Jacob Chicano (CBE Senior)
Ellen McNiff (BME Junior)

Ensign-Bickford Foundation Scholarship
Aheed Chaudary (ME Senior)
Julia Opramolla (MSE Sophomore)
Eversource Energy Engineering Scholarship
Norwyn Campbell (BME Sophomore)
Clark Giraldez (ME Junior)
Naïomí Medina (ME Sophomore)
John Owens (EE Junior)
Paige Woods (BME Senior)

Eversource Energy Environmental Engineering Scholarship
Caleb Wurster (ENVE Freshman)

Ewing Scholars Scholarship
Howard Craig (CBE Senior)

ExxonMobil UConn Alumni Scholarship
Jude Andrew Alaba (ME Junior)
Erica Pudvelis (ENVE Sophomore)
Dominique Schiraldi (CBE Junior)
Ryan Wrobel (MSE Senior)

Harold P. Farrington Engineering Scholarship
Skylar Buswell (BME Senior)
Justin Hufnagel (ME Senior)
Natalie Krebs (CBE Junior)
Timothy O'Reilly (CSCI Sophomore)
Caressa Wakeman (CBE Senior)

FIRST Scholarship
Elizabeth Downey (UND Freshman)
Collin Maynard (ME Freshman)

Freeman Companies BRIDGE Endowed Engineering Scholarship
Brianna Mancuso (CBE Junior)

Fuss and O'Neill Endowment Scholarship
Steven Porter (CE Sophomore)
Lauren Romeo (CE Sophomore)

Julius Garbus Scholarship
Eric Smith (CE Senior)

GE Advanced Materials Endowed Scholarship Program
Paul Campbell (CBE Junior)
James Dignan (ME Senior)
Yubo Dong (MSE Sophomore)
Gregory Grasso (ME Senior)
Megan Jankovský (MSE Freshman)
Brianna Markunas (CBE Junior)
Christiana Nisco (CBE Sophomore)
Meghan Palumbo (MEM Junior)
Linh Quach (ME Junior)
Kenneth Schif (MEM Junior)

GE Klein-Steinmetz Scholarship
Paul Blum (ME Junior)
Cathryn Jenner (CSE Junior)

Al Geib Scholarship
Francesca Esposito (CE Junior)

Mary Ann W. Gilleece Endowed Scholarship
Robert Machaj (CSE Sophomore)

Allan Brian Glickstein Scholarship
Caleb Bridge (ME Senior)
Clara Ramirez Cahuana (ME Senior)

Arnold Griffin Scholarship in Engineering
Heather Brown (BME Freshman)

Salvatore G. Grillo Family (Mary, Salvatore, Sr., Salvatore, Jr., Therese) Scholarship Fund
Kim Quach (ENVE Senior)

Grossi Family Scholarship
Daniel Fryer (CSCI Sophomore)
Katherine Russo (BME Senior)
Nicholas Topor (ME Senior)

Lorraine P. Gurka Scholarship
Jenny Blessing (CSCI Senior)

Rashid Hamid Scholarship
Tatiana Prevalla (CE Senior)

Hartford Section ASME Scholarship
Jacob Robinson (ME Junior)
Winthrop and Dolores Hilding
Endowed Scholarship
Alexis Coppola (ME Senior)

The Winthrop E. Hilding
Undergraduate Scholarship in Engineering
Nico Wright (ME Senior)

The Hubbell Foundation Scholarship Fund
Marieke Page (ME Senior)

Edward J. Hutchins -
Charles E. Wilcox Scholarship
Michael Loose (BME Freshman)

Linda Jacobs GE Edison Award
Mechanical Engineering Scholarship
Laine Blummer (ME Junior)

Javidi Family Engineering Endowed Scholarship
Indrid Xhuti (EE Senior)

The Arthur H. and Mary C. Jordan Scholarship Fund
Nicholas Hartunian (CSCI Junior)

Lieutenant Allan Jordan Veterans Scholarship
Louis Crisci (MSE Sophomore)

Juros Scholarship for the School of Engineering
Indrid Xhuti (EE Senior)

Kazerounian Family Engineering for Human Rights Endowed Scholarship
Dawn Schmidt (MEM Freshman)

Kesner Family Structural Engineering Scholarship
Xinyu Lin (CE Junior)

Paul Krenicki Endowed Scholars in Sustainable Energy
Shaylin Cetegen (CBE Senior)
Katarina Konon (CBE Junior)
Jon-Marc McGregor (CBE Sophomore)
Matthew Torcellini (ME Senior)

The Krenicki Scholars Fund Scholarship
Avery Carroll (BME Sophomore)
Ryan Murphy (ME Sophomore)
Megan Scott (MSE Sophomore)
Peter Westphal (ME Sophomore)

John and Caroline Kulak Endowed Scholarship in Engineering
Benjamin Chan (CSE Sophomore)

Kevin Kulak Scholarship in Engineering
Joseph Squeo (ME Senior)

Mario S. and Maria G. Latina Scholarship
Victoria Bozhulich (CBE Freshman)
Ling Chi (BME Freshman)
Zoe Di Chello (UND Freshman)
Kaitlyn Kondos (UND Freshman)
Angela Li (UND Freshman)
Jenna Madigan (BME Freshman)
Carina Scher (UND Freshman)
Saumya Shah (CSCI Freshman)
Leah Sobotka (BME Freshman)

John Lenard Endowed Scholarship
Giovanna Fusco (CE Senior)
Rebecca Woods (CE Senior)

Carl A. and Edna S. Lindblad Scholarship
Numad Cheema (ME Senior)
Anne Keary (CBE Sophomore)
Mohammad Mohsin (BME Sophomore)
Mariem Ouni (CSE Senior)

Joseph F. and Elisabeth S. Loersch Scholarship
Ariane Garrett (BME Junior)
John A. Longobardi Scholarship Fund
Besart Hoxha (CE Sophomore)
Leah Jackman (UND Sophomore)
Conrad Korzon (CSCI Sophomore)
Jessica Lam (CBE Sophomore)
Zachary Lepore (ENVE Freshman)
Julia Roemer (BME Freshman)
Makayla Roshkowski (CE Freshman)
Derek Wood (UND Freshman)

Paul and Mary Mali
Endowed Scholarship
Md Khursidul Islam (BME Senior)
Rachel Marchini (BME Sophomore)

Harry and Beatrice Mansley-Peter
and Anastasia Hardy Scholarship
Cassidy Atkinson (MSE Junior)

Stanley Marnicki Scholarship Fund
Doris Boursiquot (CE Senior)

Fred J. Maryanski Memorial
Scholarship for Computer Science
Jesse Rasten (CSE Sophomore)

Matthew and Margarethe Mashikian
Engineering Scholarship Fund
John Kaminski (EE Junior)
Truc Nguyen (EE Junior)

Art McEvily Scholarship
Hetal Patel (MSE Senior)

Miione and MacBroom Inc.
Civil Engineering Scholarship
Anaka Maher (CE Junior)

Arthur F. Munter, Jr.
Memorial Scholarship
Maryzyrene Adao (CSE Senior)

Sharon Nunes Scholarship
Thomas Fauci (CSCI Junior)
Anna Gorbenko (CSE Senior)

The James F. O’Loughlin
Memorial Scholarship
James Moschella (EE Sophomore)

Dominick A. Pagano
Endowed Scholarship
Daniel Izadi (ME Senior)
Helena Newandee (BME Junior)
Caleb Nuhn (CBE Senior)

Dominick A. Pagano
Endowed Scholarship in
Computer Science and Engineering
Berk Alpay (CSCI Sophomore)
Robert Bailey (EE Senior)
Chao Sun (CSCI Sophomore)

Roland and Carol Pampel
Endowed Scholarship
Joshua Dupont (ME Senior)
Alyson March (BME Senior)

Krishna Pattipati
Engineering Scholarship Fund
Alexander Jatsiv (EE Freshman)

The Edward T. Pitkin Scholarship
Mason DiCicco (CSCI Junior)
Alexis Meservey (CBE Freshman)
Marissa Mottolese (CSE Freshman)
Jordan Trzcinski (ENVE Sophomore)

Pitney Bowes Scholarship
Austin Eichelberg (ME Freshman)
Juan Elizathe (ME Sophomore)
Kimberly Liang (ME Junior)
Susmitha Rayakota (CSE Senior)

Pyramid Time Systems Scholarship
Carolyn Costa (CBE Freshman)

Colonel Joseph F. Regan Scholarship
Fund for Veterans
Eric Flower (CSE Senior)
Devon Letendre (CSCI Junior)

The Reynolds Family Mechanical
Engineering Scholarship
Kristjan Maandi (ME Senior)
Walter M. Rose Endowed Scholarship
Brian Camillieri (ME Sophomore)
Margaret Daniel (BME Sophomore)
Keegan Dostie (ME Sophomore)
Michael Fydenkevez (ME Sophomore)
Justin Gallicchio (CSE Sophomore)
Allison Mayne (ME Sophomore)
Kristin Rheault (BME Freshman)
Cassandra Rossetti (BME Junior)

Thelma P. and Raymond J. Rulis Endowed Scholarship
Carmen Ciardiello (ME Sophomore)
Emily Franklin (ME Sophomore)

Edgar L. Russell Scholarship
Jacob Tran (CE Sophomore)
Michael Vaccaro (UND Freshman)
Sara Wrotniak (CSE Sophomore)

John S. Rydz Eurotech Scholarship
Stephen Price (ME Senior)

School of Engineering Academic Scholarship
Keanu Aguirre (CBE Senior)
Michael Rocchetti (ME Junior)

School of Engineering Centennial Scholarship
Said Elbakhar (CBE Senior)
Dana Hamed (BME Junior)★
John Owens (EE Junior)

School of Engineering Endowed Scholarship
Hima Patel (ME Senior)

Victor E. Scottron Endowed Scholarship
Frank DeSimone (CE Senior)
Haley Palmer (CE Senior)
Genevieve Rigler (CE Senior)

The Andrew E. and Ellen M. Scoville Presidents Scholarship Fund
Frank Magnante (EE Freshman)

Sudhakar V. Shenoy Scholarship in Engineering
Zinnia Hall (BME Freshman)

Shidler Scholarship for Engineering
Caroline Thompson (BME Junior)

The Sikorsky Aircraft Eurotech Scholarship
Luke Vancraeynest (ME Junior)

Sikorsky Aircraft Scholarship in Engineering
Christian Corwel (EE Junior)
Justin Hoyt (ME Senior)
Kevin Krohomer (EE Junior)
Steven Olenski (ME Senior)

Simplex Grinnell TFS Endowed Engineering Scholarship
Brittany Smith (EE Junior)
Michael Sotzing (ME Freshman)

SNET Communications and Information Technologies Scholarship
Kyle Fujio (CSE Senior)
Ronald Santos (CSCI Junior)
Samson Weiner (CSCI Junior)

The Stanley Works Endowed Engineering Scholarship
Patrick Adamczyk (CBE Junior)
Carolyn Costa (CBE Freshman)

Jack E. Stephens Scholarship
Mohamed Hashem (CE Junior)
Jennifer Mulqueen (ENVE Senior)
Jennifer Newton (CE Senior)

Joe Stern Scholarship
Chao Sun (CSCI Sophomore)

Robert W. Strickland Endowed Scholarship
Areef Chaudary (ME Senior)
Joseph Lee (ME Freshman)
Jiayuan Shen (ME Junior)

★ One of Tonight’s Two Student Speakers
Dawn-Marie Sullivan Scholarship
Tanya Dimitrov (BME Senior)

Synchonry Financial Scholarship in Cybersecurity
Maryzyrene Adao (CSE Senior)
Jenny Blessing (CSCI Senior)
Eric Flower (CSE Senior)
Nicholas Hartunian (CSCI Junior)
Cathryn Jenner (CSE Junior)
Alex Masi (CSCI Senior)
Mariem Ouni (CSE Senior)

TEAMQSI Scholarship
Daniel Barry (BME Junior)

Robert P. Tucker Scholarship
Quynh-May Dao (CBE Senior)

United Technologies Corporation Scholarships in Engineering
Cleo Alberts (ME Senior)
Doris Boursiquot (CE Senior)
Brian Chambers (EE Senior)
Christopher Choi (MSE Senior)
Ava Fritz (BME Junior)
Matthew Germond (ME Junior)
Anastasia Kipor (CSCI Senior)
Andrew Levin (MSE Junior)
Changxin Liu (CSE Junior)
Rohit Makol (BME Junior)
Brianna Mancuso (CBE Junior)
Sagar Mehta (CompE Senior)
Niccolò Meniconi (EGPHY Junior)
Mackenzie Pias (ENVE Junior)
Stephen Price (ME Senior)
Gleimy Rodriguez (MEM Freshman)
Brian Santivanez (ME Junior)
Shalini Shial (CE Sophomore)
Lais Silva (ME Sophomore)
Shivendra Singh (EE Sophomore)
Patrick Thompson (CSE Sophomore)
Meghan Van Wie (MSE Senior)
Luke Van Craeynest (ME Junior)
Caressa Wakeman (CBE Senior)
Zhouxuan Wang (BME Senior)
Indrid Xhuti (EE Senior)
Frances Yu (CSE Junior)
Terrance Zhang (BME Senior)
Mikhail Zielinski (CSE Junior)

University of Connecticut Engineering Alumni Association Scholarship
David Rodziewicz (MSE Senior)

The Robert and Eleanor Valley Family Scholarship
Tyler Howser (ME Junior)
Matthew Stofko (ME Junior)

Vergnano Reddington Family Scholarship
Tori Danis (CBE Senior)
Jennifer Skoog (CBE Senior)

Whelen Engineering Scholarship
Julia Comeau (EE Junior)
Vinh Dau (ME Sophomore)
Ashley Gillette (ME Freshman)
Ryan Heilemann (CompE Senior)
Sana Khan (CompE Junior)
Benjamin Rattet (EE Junior)
Abigail Rockefeller (ME Freshman)

Marty and Pat Wood Scholarship
Molly Hutchins (BME Freshman)
EXPLORE ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

The School of Engineering gratefully acknowledges the generous support of United Technologies Corporation in funding Explore Engineering scholarships.

The financial support of these donors allowed us to keep Explore Engineering tuition low for all participants, enabled us to cover the partial cost of tuition for twelve students and the full cost of tuition for two students.

In June 2018, 173 high school students participated. The students chosen came from:

Connecticut .............................................145
Massachusetts .........................................11
New Hampshire ........................................1
New Jersey ................................................4
New York ...................................................11
Pennsylvania ..........................................1

2018 SPARK SCHOLARSHIPS

The School of Engineering gratefully acknowledges the generous support of United Technologies Corporation and the ONR Navy STEM Program in funding SPARK scholarships.

The financial support of these donors allowed us to keep SPARK tuition low for all participants and enabled us to cover the partial cost of tuition for fifteen students and the full cost of tuition for seventeen students.

In July 2018, 107 middle and high school students participated. The students chosen came from:

Connecticut ............................................101
Massachusetts .............................................1
New Jersey .................................................2
New York ...................................................2
Vermont ....................................................1

2018 BRIDGE PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

Believe Beyond Boundaries (BBB) Scholarship
Thanks Louzingou (CBE Freshman)

BRIDGE Book Scholarship
Stephanie Cuervo (BME Freshman)
Emily Goddard (CE Freshman)
Joshua Magalhaes (CSCI Freshman)
Ria Paranjape (CBE Freshman)
Millenia Polanco (BME Freshman)
Amanda Reid (BME Freshman)
Sophie Robinson (CSCI Freshman)

BRIDGE Family Scholarship
Chelsea Anthony (BME Freshman)
Princesse Harmon (BME Freshman)
Sophia Murphy (BME Freshman)

BRIDGE Mathematics Scholarship
Faith Sporbert (CSCI Freshman)
Benjamin Strong (UND Freshman)

Curiosity Scholarship
Jose Kuiian (CSE Sophomore)
Isaac Teles-Rosario
(CSE Freshman)
**EDOC BRIDGE Scholarship - Anonymous Donor**
Jacqueline Balch (BME Freshman)
Dalia Clarke (BME Freshman)
Heather McGrath (BME Freshman)
Sorooshkuru Oputa (CSCI Freshman)
Lauryn Patterson (ENVE Freshman)
Rebecca Peng (CSCI Freshman)
Sarah Sommer (BME Freshman)
Ashley Tang (CSE Freshman)
Brianna Westenfield (BME Freshman)

**EDOC Mentor-Mentee Scholarship**
Daniel Bownoth (CSE Senior)

**Engineering Diversity and Outreach Center Scholarship**
Esther Chang (ENVE Junior)

**Ensign Bickford Scholarship**
Ashley Lam (CBE Freshman)
Thanks Louzingou (CBE Freshman)
Kaylee Walsh (CBE Freshman)

**HCOP Connecticut Pre-College Enrichment Program Fellowship**
Chelsea Anthony (BME Freshman)
Dalia Clarke (BME Freshman)
Princesse Harmon (BME Freshman)
Chasity Kennedy (BME Freshman)
Sophia Murphy (BME Freshman)
Millenia Polanco (BME Freshman)
Rachel Santos (BME Freshman)

**The Tilton and Gloria Hughes BRIDGE Scholarship**
Stella Alexander (CSCI Freshman)
Arianna Clarke (EE Freshman)
Rojaun Samuda (CSE Freshman)
Jamin Ware (CSE Freshman)

**The LIT Scholarship**
Raisa Vazquez (UND Freshman)

**Oyeniya Family Scholarship**
Michael Aisevbonaye (ME Freshman)
Kianjai Huggan (CSE Junior)

**Pratt and Whitney BRIDGE Scholarship**
Michael Aisevbonaye (ME Freshman)
Cristiano Da Silva (ME Freshman)
Luna Fukami (ME Freshman)
Ashley Gillette (ME Sophomore)
Tyriq Green (ME Junior)

**Karen Guzman (ME Junior)**
Alexander Jarrett (ME Freshman)
Doni Lopez (ME Sophomore)
Julia Opramolla (MSE Sophomore)
John Owens (EE Junior)
Isaiah Preyer (EE Sophomore)
Linh Quach (ME Junior)
Victoria Ramirez (CE Freshman)
Jiayuan Shen (ME Junior)
Anna Tobiasz (ME Junior)
Vincent Turnier (EE Senior)
Emma Westerholm (UND Freshman)

**Sikorsky Aircraft BRIDGE Scholarship**
Harold Carvajal (CSCI Freshman)
Darrel McDowell (EE Freshman)
Pablo Medero (CSCI Freshman)

**Stanley Black and Decker BRIDGE Scholarship**
Chelsea Anthony (BME Freshman)
Allison Camp (ME Freshman)
Cristiano Da Silva (ME Freshman)
Alexis Kacmarcik (UND Freshman)

**The Triple J Scholarship**
Kewan Green (UND Freshman)
The School of Engineering gratefully acknowledges those corporations, associations and individuals who have made this year's scholarships possible. Through their generosity, we have been able to award more than $550,000 in scholarships to 308 undergraduate students this academic year.

If you are interested in learning about our scholarship donor programs, please contact Donald Swinton at (860) 486-8923 or Nora Sutton at (860) 486-8822.